Multi-platform Patch Management

Go beyond Windows

In today’s IT environment, it isn’t enough just to patch Windows. The risk surface expands as operating systems proliferate. Mac and Linux are less protected by “security through obscurity,” and this applies even more to the third-party apps installed on those operating systems.

Most exploits target known vulnerabilities—those for which a patch has been available for at least a year. You can’t rely on manual processes, or on users themselves, to ensure systems are fully patched.

Protect your network, protect your business

DSM integrated Patch Management delivers heterogeneous OS support, giving you easy patch and remediation administration across multiple platforms, including Windows, Linux, Unix, and macOS. Microsoft patch coverage includes both security and non-security content for operating systems back to Windows XP / Server 2003, and applications such as Office®. Ivanti Patch Management technology provides the industry’s broadest third-party vulnerability content, including the largest repository of Adobe patches.

With Ivanti, you can identify and patch automatically heterogeneous operating systems, Microsoft security and non-security vulnerabilities, third-party applications, and endpoint configurations—all managed smoothly through a single console.
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